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Tim Farron MP joins teen Joshua Hunter at his wheelchair fundraiser
KIND-hearted guests raised more than £11,000 to help equip a teenage Kendal boy with a
new carbon-fibre wheelchair.
Guests at the black-tie charity auction night for 16-year-old Joshua Hunter, who has quadriplegic
cerebral palsy and curvature of the spine, included MP Tim Farron.
The Kendal College student, who loves football and politics, is completely reliant on his
wheelchair as he cannot use his arms or legs. However, the NHS metal-framed chair is heavy,
cumbersome and virtually impossible for mum Sarah to push on her own.
Well-wishers were hoping to raise £10,000, but the event at the Burnside Hotel, Bowness,
exceeded that by reaching a total of £11,120.
"The event was great fun and for a fantastic cause," said Westmorland and Lonsdale MP Mr
Farron. "Joshua is an incredibly bright young man, who is also lovely company. It’s really
important we help him achieve the best by getting him the right equipment to meet his potential."
Entertainent was provided by top local band the Thieving Magpies filling the dance floor with hits
from 60’s and 70’s.
Family friend Simon Folks said if £12,000 could be raised the new motorised wheelchair could be fully kitted out and a
service plan set up for maintenance.
Liverpool FC fan Joshua faces surgery this year at Liverpool's Alder Hey Hospital to insert rods into his back to help his
posture. Mr Folks said the new chair would assist this greatly, giving the teen greater comfort and independence.
He thanked everyone involved in the fundraiser, including guests, local band Thieving Magpies and businesses who gave
auction prizes.

By Erin Gaskell Reporter
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Pub Acoustic Jam Session
with Thieving Magpies

Robbie Jay Coplen(Left) and Paul Harrison(Right) of The Thieving Magpies

KENDAL formed band The
Thieving Magpies will be appearing
in Ulverston this Sunday for an
acoustic jam session.
The creative session will be lead by
band members Paul Harrison and
Robbie Jay Coplen at The Globe from
4pm-7pm.

By Stephen Blease
Editor

Features
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Summer Night of Music raises £20,000 for 2 good causes!
THE hills were alive with the sound of music from five different decades, in an
event which raised more than £20,000 for two good causes.
Brothfest, a charity night at Skitby Farm near Smithfield, featured music from The
Thieving Magpies, who specialise in rock and blues from the 1960s and ‘70s, and 3
River City, whose music ranged from the 1980s onwards. Organiser Stephen Little
explained that all ages and musical tastes were catered for - and more than 350 people
came along. The event also included an auction of items donated by local businesses. A
total of £20,385 was raised and shared evenly between Eden Valley Hospice and
Macmillan Cancer Support.
“We’ve hosted many events over the years but this was the first charity music night,”
Stephen said. “We like to support the hospice as it’s a local charity.”
And Alan Whitmore, keyboardist with The Thieving Magpies, commented: “What was
noticeably impressive was that it was really well organised, and raised a heck of a lot of
money.
It was a real honour for The Thieving Magpies to take part in such an amazing event.”
Sam Johnston, community and events.fundraising manager at Eden Valley Hospice, said: “We would like to say a huge thank
you to the organisers.
We are hugely grateful they have chosen to support Eden Valley Hospice.”
Sue McDonald, Macmillan fundraising manager in Cumbria, added: “Macmillan is thrilled to receive this wonderful donation
from Stephen, his family and friends. There are times when thank you doesn’t seem enough – this is one of those times.”

By Tracy Walker Reporter
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100 performers take part in Cockermouth Virtually Live!
Cockermouth Live! was due to be taking place but has had to be cancelled as a result
of coronavirus. Since announcing they were going to do an online version, the
organisers have been delighted with the response.
Bob Pritchard, chairman of the festival team, said: "We have been overwhelmed by the
volume and variety of contributions that have been pouring in for the Youtube
broadcast on Saturday, 8 till late. Everything from dancing in the streets (literally) to
live pastel art, from solos to rock bands to brass bands to choirs, from folk to jazz
and blues, featuring performers of all ages, from the Kirkgate Youth theatre to the
Castlegate Ladies. Alan Whitmore from Cumbria Based Rock band said:
"We’re delighted tto be involved, it’s fantastic to see such a huge range of talent that
Cockermouth Live! showcases."
The team originally planned to have a two-hour virtual concert but have been contacted
by so many people wanting to play their part that it has been extended until late into the
evening.
In addition to many local performers, poet, broadcaster and stand-up Ian Macmillan, who was to have headlined Friday night,
has recorded a special lock-down poem for Cockermouth Virtually Live!, and Northumbrian Piper Kathryn Tickell (Saturday’s
booked headliner) has sent organisers a tune with her Trio.
A full list of participants can be found on the website at www.cockermouthfestival.org. The concert will be broadcast on You
Tube on the Cockermouth Live! channel (youtu.be/MVW_BJKIBT8) starting at 8pm on Saturday, July 4.

By Alexander Candlin

Reporter

@ @AlexCandlin
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Turning up the heat at Holker Hall's annual Chilli Fest!
THE annual Chilli Festival took place this weekend at the iconic National Trust estate.
The two-day event was held at Holker Hall, kicking off on Saturday amidst coronavirus
restrictions.
The festival included a variety of specialist chilli companies from all over the country, local
specialist food suppliers, cuisine from around the world and a variety of quirky, fiery food-inspired
gifts.
For many at the festival it was a rare treat to be able to attend such an open event and experience

"normal life" after lockdown.
Chilli Fest 2020 at Holker Hall. Pictured:Rock and
Blues Band Thieving Magpies who supplied the
music

During the event, the organisers were careful to ensure that social distancing took place in line for
entry, and that the crowd following the circular route around the stalls kept moving at a responsible

The festival included the Thieving Magpies, salsa lessons from Salsa in Cumbria,
pace. food and drink, and 45 stalls offering a range of services.
Heather Creasey, Holker Hall and Gardens general manger, said: “A lot of work has gone into the event to be able to run everything as safely as possible without losing the
essence of the Chilli Fest.

.
. We always look forward to Chilli Fest each year, so National Chilli Day seemed like the
"We couldn't wait to throw open the gates and see our traders and visitors alike.
perfect time to start our search for Holker’s 2020 fiery food stars”.

By Samuel McKeown Reporter
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Chillifest turns up the heat!

Chilli Fest 2019 at Holker Hall. Pictured: Drummer
Ben Steel of Furness band Thieving Magpies
who supplied the music

. SPICY food lovers descended on Holker Hall for a celebration of all things chilli.
The two-day, too-hot-to-handle event was held on the famous country house’s grounds and saw
over 40 stalls pitch up to send the 1,500 visitors’ taste buds into overdrive.
The zest-filled event welcomed specialist chilli companies from all over the country, local
specialist food suppliers, and there was a double-bill of the much anticipated chilli-eating
competition. Well known local band the Thieving Magpies supplied the music.
Heather Creasey, who works as an event organiser at Holker Hall, said: “This event started in
2013.
“For the Holker Estate, it was the want for providing something different for the south Cumbria
area.
“It’s a chance for spicy-food lovers to really test their tastebuds and try out some of the spiciest
chillies from around the world, including the Ghost Chilli.
“The main event is the chilli-eating competition, which will see participants blow their heads off
eating the spicy chillies.
“It’s a great laugh, but it’s important to note health and safety is our top priority.
“We even serve amazing local chillies that have been grown in the Holker Hall gardens.” Across
the event, there was a variety of different chilli food stands, including the ‘World’s Hottest Pizza’,

as well as cooking demonstrations. The fun did not stop with the food. Also on show was salsa-dancing, rock music played throughout the
.
afternoon, a steel band, and plenty of events to keep the children busy, such as attempts to smash The Aleppo Pepper Piñata. Visitors to the
hall were able to meet with specialist chilli. growers and had the opportunity to take plants home, sample food and drink, and enjoy the family
fun. As well as the opportunity to get a few hot tips from growers, visitors were able to rub shoulders with chilli aficionado Darth Naga, aka
Tony Ainsworth.

.

By Joe Fletcher Reporter

@joefletcher216
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Musicians come together to 'Rock Against Hate' and fight
discrimination in Furness
. A MULTI-GENRE music event was held in Dalton to highlight and combat discrimination.
Saturday’s event at the Newton Arms was organised by the group Rock Against Hate, which was set up in 2019
to ‘raise awareness of tolerance and valuing people, whoever they are’.
Bob Qazi, a founding member of the group, said: “It is particularly important with the way that we have seen
both the national picture and local picture of racist abuse - in particular - that has been occurring “Tommy

Robinson came to the area a few months ago bringing his far-right associates to the area."
He also highlighted an incident which led to a man being arrested after a video was posted online involving an
Asian family outside a Barrow hotel. And, to show that hate will not be tolerated, scores of musicians kindly

gave up their time on Saturday, with two separate performance areas at the Newton Arms playing host to indie
. Pictured: Bassist
Robbie Jay Coplen of Furness band Thieving Magpies music, pop, reggae and more throughout the afternoon.
who performed at the event

The entertainment included a performance by Mr Qazi himself, who is the lead singer in five-piece band the Cascaras. The pub kindly offered its services

as a venue for free as well. Despite social-distancing regulations limiting the numbers that could attend the free afternoon of entertainment, it was the
biggest of the three events that Rock Against Hate has organised so far, with Mr Qazi saying more than 100 people attended. Mr Qazi, who is from Dalton
and now lives in Ulverston, said the group was initially formed last year amid the rhetoric that surrounded asylum seekers, refugees and Brexit

.

By Erin Gaskell Reporter

@eringaskell
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‘Cumbria's music scene is still alive and kicking' says
live band The Thieving Magpies
. Formed in South Cumbria back in 2016, the band played an incredible 150 gigs in 2019 the

Paul Harrison of the Thieving Magpies

length and breath of the county.
But despite the challenges of 2020 they have still found a way to entertain their loyal fans.
The band spokesman said: “The surreal encore at 9.20pm– who would have thought that the
day would arrive when you play an encore to end a pub gig at 9.20pm – home and tucked
up in bed early. Equally, no dancing, no standing, masks on when not sat at the table, just
sitting, being civilized, well behaved, relaxed and calm. Sounds boring?
"Well incredibly not – these last few weeks we have had some amazing experiences with
many people pre-booking tables and staying for the whole evening and listening,
appreciating and really enjoying the music – pre-bookings have meant we have known
from the start that the event will be well attended and enjoyed by everyone.”

The new gig rules have been well respected by fans, and have been praised by venue bosses.
Kathy Hargreaves, landlady of The Globe, Ulverston, said: “Lovely people, who totally respected the guidelines. l
didn’t have to ask anyone to put their mask on, or sit down. Nobody wanted to leave but they respected the law.
I’m so grateful to you all who totally respect my team and love what we do here at The Globe.”
Stuart Ward of the Miners Arms, Swarthmoor, said: “Not one word out of place, customers were being brilliant –
the highlight of 2020. Jumped hoops to get it but fantastic.”

By Erin Gaskell Reporter

@eringaskell
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Band to perform in Ulverston
this weekend

Pictured Paul Harrison (Lead Guitar and Vocals) and Ben Steel (Drums) of the Thieving Magpies

A CUMBRIAN blues rock band is set to
entertain in Ulverston this weekend.
The Thieving Magpies will be at The
Miner's Arms this Sunday, from 6pm9pm.
The band are known for putting their
own twist on classic songs.

Strict social distancing measures must be adhered to - this includes the 'rule of six',
meaning that you can not arrive with more than six people in your party.
Entry to this event is free. If you have any queries, send an email to:
Minersarmsswarthmoor@outlook.com

By Stephen Blease
Editor

Features
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Summer Night of Music raises £20,000 for 2 good causes!
THE hills were alive with the sound of music from five different decades, in an
event which raised more than £20,000 for two good causes.
Brothfest, a charity night at Skitby Farm near Smithfield, featured music from The
Thieving Magpies, who specialise in rock and blues from the 1960s and ‘70s, and 3
River City, whose music ranged from the 1980s onwards. Organiser Stephen Little
explained that all ages and musical tastes were catered for - and more than 350 people
came along. The event also included an auction of items donated by local businesses. A
total of £20,385 was raised and shared evenly between Eden Valley Hospice and
Macmillan Cancer Support.
“We’ve hosted many events over the years but this was the first charity music night,”
Stephen said. “We like to support the hospice as it’s a local charity.”
And Alan Whitmore, keyboardist with The Thieving Magpies, commented: “What was
noticeably impressive was that it was really well organised, and raised a heck of a lot of
money.
It was a real honour for The Thieving Magpies to take part in such an amazing event.”
Sam Johnston, community and events.fundraising manager at Eden Valley Hospice, said: “We would like to say a huge thank
you to the organisers.
We are hugely grateful they have chosen to support Eden Valley Hospice.”
Sue McDonald, Macmillan fundraising manager in Cumbria, added: “Macmillan is thrilled to receive this wonderful donation
from Stephen, his family and friends. There are times when thank you doesn’t seem enough – this is one of those times.”

By Lynn Wild Reporter
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Cumbrian band Thieving Magpies will play acoustic
set to mark their fourth year together
A BLUES rock band based in Cumbria will be holding their birthday
celebrations by live streaming a gig.
Jam band Thieving Magpies, who put their own spin on classic blues and rock,
with a degree of reggae-fixation and plenty of on the spur of the moment
jamming, will be marking their fourth birthday on Saturday November 14, after
forming in 2016.
Comprising Alan Whitmore on the keys, Paul Harrison on the guitar and
Drummist Ben Steel and Basser Robbie Jay Coplen. The band can not
celebrate as they would have liked to do, but invite people to watch Paul and
Robbie from the band via a live stream instead.
It was a real honour for The Thieving Magpies to take part in such an amazing
event.”
Robbie Jay Coplen(Left) and Paul Harrison(Right) of
The Thieving Magpies
.
They will be playing acoustically from their separate homes from 8pm.
If you fancy some live music join them on the live stream from their Facebook page at #thievingmagpies
https://www.facebook.com/events/662568964628559

By Emily Atherton Editor
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THE THIEVING MAGPIES, WITH OPEN MIC
. KIRKBY Stephen Community Arts will host their fourth open mic night, hosted by local
musician Paul Harrison (Room Full of Mirrors, Thieving Magpies) on Tuesday.
The night, at Kirkby Stephen Sports and Social Club, offers new musicians an opportunity to play
in front of a small, supportive audience. It is free of charge, and all ages are welcome.
Robin Popps, singer and guitarist, played last time. His father, James, who also took part, said:
“It was a great, relaxed evening, with a variety of music and song — good either to join in or just
sit back and be entertained!”
Paul, who provides PA and amp (and accompanies if required), urges new faces to go along:
“An informal, no-pressure night; a chance to give it a shot on the mic. All ages, all abilities
welcome. Just come and give us a tune!”
Paul’s band The Thieving Magpies will once again perfom following the open mic activity as the
man act.
Formed when popular Cumrian roots band Room Full of Mirrors frontman Paul Harrison felt the
compulsion to rock out, The Thieving Magpies started out jamming on Hendrix but now anything
goes … With Jonty Badd on bass, Alan Whitmore on Keybaords and Ben Steel on drums.
Kate Lynch from Kirkby Stephen Commimty Arts said “.We will be running an Open Mic before the main act, It’s a
really great fun night for people of all ages with families welcome!” email kate@kirkbystephencommunityarts.co.uk
if you want to book a slot. Tickets £5 (£4 if playing). Available on the door or call Kate on 017683 71885.
Fri 7 April Doors open 7pm
Kirkby Stephen Sports and Social Club
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An array of live bands from across Cumbria have been confirmed for the upcoming Grasmere Guzzler
The Annual Beer & Music Festival (Friday 31 August – Sunday 2 September), taking place once
again at Tweedies Bar and Lodge. The free family-run event has become a Cumbrian institution
since it started 12 years ago, with just 8 sampling ales and a few friends in the beer garden with a
single guitar. In contrast, this year’s event will include more than 100 craft beers, alongside a
BBQ and stone-fire pizza oven. It will literally be all hands to the pump, as Tweedies draft in extra
staff to serve an estimated 8,000 pints over the three days in a specially-erected marquee.
Visitors from all corners of the UK will enjoy live music from 25 artists, including home-grown acts ranging from Paper Cranes, blues outfit
Thieving Magpies and Bad Transmission, to Cumbrian collective Valparaiso and 7-piece Ponyland. Musicians from Liverpool, the Midlands and
the North East are also heading to Grasmere to join the line-up. Bar Manager at Tweedies Bar & Lodge, Alex Goodall, says, “The growth of the
Grasmere Guzzler has been phenomenal and it has really added a different dimension to our business, drawing in more younger people and
families who enjoy the laid-back vibe and informal atmosphere.
“Craft beers have become increasingly popular in recent years and we’ve now expanded to include lagers, sour beers and imperial stouts as well.
We’re also genuinely proud to showcase the thriving local music scene and I think it’s that mix of new musical talent and cutting-edge beers
which makes the Grasmere Guzzler a really unique event.” There will be some camping in the garden, which can be pre-booked through
Tweedies Bar and Lodge. There is also still limited availability inside the main hotel’s new look bedrooms and their private Mews suites.
A full list of the bands taking part in this year’s Grasmere Guzzler includes:
Dansi, Bad Transmission, Paper Cranes, Becky Langan, Bowie Beak and Powney, Valparaiso ,Thieving Magpies, Molly Warburton, Ponyland,
Anne-Marie Sanderson, Shallamarra, Paddy Rogan, Uncle Carbuncle, Sad Eye’d Puffins, Serene, Freyan, Matt Cowe Plays Chet, Next Stop, Jess
Megson, Spiratones, Frejya Burke, Jimi Hodgson and Taffy Thomas
For more information about the Grasmere Guzzler, contact: hello@tweediesgrasmere.com / 015394 35300. Free entry, 12pm till late.

“You're simply the best covers band I've seen for years!”

“I had sweet dreams because of the gig that night!”
“When I see you play it becomes my favourite
experience displacing the previous one!”
I can't say enough about how much I enjoyed the Thieving
Magpies. Sometimes there are gigs that break from the norm - for me
at least. For a long time, I have “endured” the pub band with it’s lack of
variety, space, entertainment and tight unity. Drinking an odd extra
pint or 5 to get ourselves through and heck, so we should:- support the
local music and keep it live or even alive. We most definitely
should. However last Saturday night we didn’t need to make such
sacrifice… I was lucky, well much more than lucky… Seriously fortunate
to be there! I had sweet dreams because of the gig that night!
Fantastic! Everyone commented on the high calibre of the Thieving
Magpies band. When I see you play it becomes my favourite
experience displacing the previous one. I can’t put my finger on the
specifics: the four of you, your talent, your unique presence on the
stage, your poise, your smiles, your skills. I’ve decided the “M” in
Magpies stands for “Magic”. What an impressive performance, you're
simply the best covers band I've seen for years".
Thanks, you all for the experience. K>H (Attending Kings Arms Kirkby
Lonsdale Gig)

The Thieving Magpies illuminate a lively bunch
at Tweedies Bar in Grasmere with their Bluesrock bangers and refreshing energy!
Live Review by Katie Danstone | 14 September 2019
★★★★★
I captured a review whilst on my cheeky second holiday at the back
end of the holiday season which transpired to be something of quite
an “Indian Summer”. My location?? The heart of the Lake District.
The night was definitely still young as an eclectic crowd gathered in
the beautiful setting that is Tweedies Bar and Lodge in Grasmere on a
warm Saturday night to see The Thieving Magpies. Some people knew
them, most didn’t, but soon discovered.
The four members of The Thieving Magpies arrive on stage with a beer
and
. a smile: Singer Paul Harrison, also on Lead guitar, Robbie Jay Coplen
on Bass, Ben Steel on Drums and Alan Whitmore on Keyboards.
They open with a lively “foot tapping” re-working of “The Joker” by the
Steve Miller Band with an incredible Jamaican Reggae twist and flavour!

They manage to “stamp their own print” on so many songs but still managing to give
each track the respect it deserves Filled to the brim with shredding guitar riffs and
intricate solos engaged by all the band members including the bass. All displayed with
extreme enthusiasm and riotous band energy
A man of few words Harrison does enough without much of a conversation to keep the people
included and welcome addressing only when necessary but with enough to display aspects of
humour and explanation.

The Thieving Magpies illuminate a lively bunch at
Tweedies Bar in Grasmere with their Blues-rock
bangers and refreshing energy(continued)
It’s delightful to watch the Magpies at work through their creative, artistic
delivery. “Help Me” by Sonny Boy Williamson, Johnson’s “Sweet Home
Chicago” and also covering a great deal of classic Hendrix moving from the
literal raging of the whole room with “Voodoo Child” cut back to some
deft and smooth delicate moments such as “Little Wing”. Moving from the
most positive of track themes such as Marley’s “Stir it Up” to more darker
songs, doused in shadows and heartbreak.
As they work through their set bringing a surprisingly fresh and modern
appeal to these now historic older tracks, their confidence as musicians becomes
increasingly apparent, as well as their dynamic closeness and coherence as a
group.
Drawing on many genres mixing Blues, Rock, Reggae, Funk and even a hint of Soul
most clearly demonstrated in their rendition of Little’s Walter’s “Mellow Down” with
an “out of the blue” medley adding James Brown’s “Sex Machine”.

Finishing the set is their re-working of JJ Cale’s After Midnight, which begins with an infectious
guitar riff before launching into the most infectious funky floor filler.
The Thieving Magpies are one of Cumbria’s finest local bands and the key to their success, for me, is their
evident excitement at being here; without “fuss” or “ego” they make the performance all the more enjoyable. The most striking aspect
is that the band are always clearly having a great time, performing with impressive energy.
In conclusion: well: crafted, genuine, spontaneous, creative, inventive, very different and always loads of fun!

The Thieving Magpies
Published by Live Music Review| 09 March 2020
★★★★★
"Paul Harrison and Alan Whitmore were back at Bootleggers
Bar in Kendal last night, but this time they brought with them
founding drummer Ben Steel and their new bass player Robbie
Jay Coplen, and if those names sound familiar, it is because they
are The Thieving Magpies.
Now in their fourth year as a band, they have really grown in
popularity and the bar was packed out which demonstrates
their popularity in the Lake District. With the amount of talent
on stage being simply awesome, the evening began as always
with Steve Miller's The Joker, but soon moving into the Blues
Genre with Help Me by Sonny Boy Williamson and from then on
the blues just never stopped. Included in the first half were Stop
Breaking Down by Robert Johnson, Hoochie Coochie Man and
the classic Mojo Calling
With Harrison displaying a master class in lead and slide
guitar with the likes of Rolling and a Tumbling and No
Fault of Mine He makes it all seem really simple. Not to be
outdone was Alan Whitmore on rip roaring piano and
hammond organ with some incredible solo work.

The Thieving Magpies (continued)
With each song having its own unique style arranged by the band
bringing their own personal arrangement with a stage presence which
was engaging, informative and funny, and with each band member
having had other careers outside of The Blues Band, the set list was
varied and interesting. When members of the audience hit the dance
floor the band moved into a different phase bringing Funk Riff versions
of Mellow Down Easy medley with James Brown's Sex Machine and also
J J Cale's After Midnight. which kept their feet to show their
appreciation. Even Coplen on the bass struck out with some amazing
bass solo work with swift smart melodic structures mixed with a soul
and funk vibe".
A final medley of the Trogg's Wild thing and another classic Johnson hit
Sweet Home Chicago brought the evening to an amazing finale.
Included in these final moments was the incredible Ain't No Sunshine
By Bill Withers (video included)/ So my summary and my concluding
remarks are... If you are looking for a free entry gig which gives you a
night to remember then the Thieving Magpies are the band for you!
Live Music Review Jan 2020
https://thievingmagpiesband.tumblr.com/post/612100809855041536/
review-by-live-music-review

Published by Live Music Review| 09 March 2020
★★★★★

T Shirts and things
We have a selection of T Shirts in various sizes some wrist bands and
pin badges in a few different colours
-

If you are interested in buying something email
us at: info@thievingmagpies.co.uk
or visit www.thievingmagpies.co.uk

For further information contact us at:
www.facebook.com/thievingmagpiesband
www.twitter.com/cumbriamagpies
www.Instagram.com/thievingmagpiesband
www.youtube.com/thievingmagpies
www.soundcloud.com/thievingmagpies
www.thievingmagpies.co.uk
You can email us at:
info@thievingmagpies.co.uk

